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Cornelia Müller & Susanne Tag

**The Dynamics of Metaphor: Foregrounding and Activating Metaphoricity in Conversational Interaction**

The idea of a dynamics of metaphor emerged with advances in psycholinguistics and applied linguistics research. Today, different fields understand how a metaphor might be dynamic in different ways. For psychologists, dynamics mostly refers to retrieving or comprehending metaphorical concepts as an online process of an individual; for applied linguists on the other hand, dynamics addresses the forms of metaphor in use extending over a discourse or a conversational interaction; and for neurologists, dynamics refers to the dynamic activation of neural webs. In this article we will attempt to bring together the psychological and linguistic perspective. We propose that an analysis of the embodied dynamics of metaphor shows how metaphoricity dynamically unfolds over time in a conversational interaction (this is a pattern which extends linearly in time) and how at the same time it may be graded, i.e. showing different degrees of metaphor activation (these are simultaneous patterns realized at one given moment in time). We propose to merge a cognitive linguistic take on metaphor with a sequential analytical approach to conversational interaction. In this dynamic view (Müller 2008a), metaphor activation is both an interactive and individual process. We will suggest that metaphor activation is observable as a multimodal salience structure, which consists of verbal, gestural and verbo-gestural metaphors that are foregrounded to various degrees. Degrees can be empirically determined through a descriptive analysis of foregrounding strategies employed by participants in a conversational interaction. We will furthermore propose that, in cognitive terms, this dynamic foregrounding of metaphoricity over the course of a conversation goes along with a constantly moving focus of attention (cf. also Clark 1994, 1996). Foregrounding of metaphoricity also implies an embodied experience of metaphor and thus activation comes with an affective or experiential quality.

The core assumption is: if metaphoricity is being foregrounded it is also activated – ideally for both the speaker and the listener. We illustrate this proposal with microanalyses of naturalistic conversations and we present a descriptive method for analyzing metaphor foregrounding processes as interactive, cognitive, and ultimately emotional processes.

**CORRESPONDENCE**: Cornelia Müller. Europa-Universität Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany. EMAIL: Sekretariat-CMuller@eu-frankfurt-o.de | Susanne Tag. Freie Universität Berlin, Germany. EMAIL: sutag@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Over the past decade, metaphor scholars have paid increasing attention to the dynamic nature of metaphors. This is a significant move away from traditional and contemporary approaches to metaphor whose primary focus is on metaphors as lexical or conceptual units. When, for instance methods of metaphor identification are developed, such as the MIP and the MIPVU (Pragglejaz Group 2007; Steen et al. 2010), they apply a word-by-word procedure and therefore start from the assumption that each word can potentially be metaphoric. They do not account for a dynamic gradability of metaphoricality or for the dynamic development of metaphors over time in a conversation. Cameron’s idea of systematic metaphors, however, aims at a discourse level of metaphor, which presupposes a dynamic unfolding and an interactive process of – what we would term – activating metaphoricity over the time of a given discourse (Cameron 1999, 2007; Cameron et al. 2009; Gibbs & Cameron 2008; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron 2008).

The ‘static’ perspective on metaphor characterized many earlier and contemporary metaphor theories. Metaphors tended to be regarded as either ‘dead’ or ‘alive’, either vital or non-vital, either poetic or ordinary (cf. Müller 2008a for a detailed discussion of this). Prototypically, metaphoricity was regarded as a property of a lexical item or of a structure of thought. Although since Aristotelian metaphor was theoretically conceived of as a matter of language in use, it was not studied as such. This held even for pragmatic approaches to metaphor, which, rather than studying metaphoric expressions as they are used in actual real life situations, relied on decontextualized and mostly invented examples, such as Sally is a block of ice (Scardam 1993).

The rising interest into the dynamic dimensions of metaphor is an almost natural consequence of the availability of recording techniques that allowed storing and repeated minute analyses of spoken language data: “Taking metaphor out of our heads and putting it into the cultural world” as Ray Gibbs put it in the late nineties (Gibbs 1999) is at the heart of an applied approach to metaphor studies. Since then a series of conferences and workshops has been devoted to applied metaphor research which led to the foundation of an international association for Researching and Applying Metaphor (RaAM), the launch of an international journal Metaphor in the Social World (ed. by Lynne Cameron and Graham Low) and a book series Metaphor in Language, Cognition, Communication (ed. by Gerald Steen), – to mention only some of the most significant institutional testimonies of this young line of research.1

1 See the homepage of the Association for Researching and Applying Metaphor, RaAM (www.ram.org.uk), last access on 1.11.2010.

Theories and methodologies of metaphor should account for the intricate and dynamic interplay of cognitive and interactive factors when studying metaphors in language use. Cameron’s dynamic systems approach regards language in use as “a complex dynamic system in which language resources – both forms of language and skills in using language – are employed in particular contexts to achieve interactional goals under particular processing demands.” (Cameron 1999: 4). Note that Cameron frames the notion of language as a pool of resources that speaker’s dispose of and that entails as much a system of language as the skills of using language. In fact, she regards language as a system, which emerges out of language use in interaction. Here is the full quote:

As Clark (1996) points out, if we take a purely cognitive approach or a purely socio-cultural approach to language use and, by extension, to an aspect of language use such as metaphor, we do not get pictures that are differently but equally valid; rather, we get partial and inaccurate pictures, since it is precisely the interaction between the cognitive and social in language use that produces the language and behavior that we observe and research. (Cameron 1999: 4)

What we need is a view of language in use which prevents a one-sided or compartmentalized approach, by allowing the social and the cognitive to be integral parts of theory and analysis of data. Language in use in human interaction [...] can usefully be considered as a complex, dynamic system in which language resources – both forms of language and skills in using language – are employed in particular contexts to achieve interactional goals under particular processing demands [...] Operationalising metaphor (or other concepts) for applied linguistic purposes requires that account is taken of resources (language and cognitive), interactional goals and processing demands at each point of theory development and research. (Cameron 1999: 4)

The dynamic view on metaphors in language use (see Müller 2003, 2007, 2008a,b) presented in this article is in line with Cameron’s claim. It attempts to ‘operationailize’ her proposal to systematically integrating social and cognitive processes for the analysis of metaphor activation in conversational interaction (cf. also Müller 2008a,b). By analyzing the activities co-participants employ to foreground metaphoricity over the course of a conversation, our approach suggests a theoretical framework and a method to empirically reconstruct the intertwining of social, cognitive and affective processes. When metaphoricity is foregrounded, we assume that it is also activated – interactively, cognitively and affectively. When metaphoricity is also embodied gesturally, we assume that this
implies a particular affective quality. Foregrounding of metaphoricity in a discourse is regarded as a process that unfolds in time and it is both simultaneously and linearly structured. From (social) foregrounding activities, we infer how metaphor is activated (interactionally, cognitively and affectively). We suggest that by analyzing the foregrounding activities of co-participants in a conversational interaction we can reconstruct how activation of metaphoricity unfolds over time in a discourse (this is the linear aspect of metaphor activation). And we may also establish to what degree it may be activated at successive moments in time (this is the simultaneous aspect of metaphor activation). We suggest that metaphor activation is a cognitive process in that it goes along with a moving focus of attention; we conceive of it also as affective process in that embodied metaphors imply a felt quality of meaning. “You must look at the felt qualities, images, feelings, and emotions that ground our more abstract structures of meaning.” (Johnson 2007: 17; cf. also Gibbs 2006; Sheets-Johnstone 1999), in other words, they come with an affective quality. The argument presented here follows a similar argumentative logic as Wallace Chafe’s proposal to determine the flow of consciousness in discourse through the analysis of units of intonation (Chafe 1994, 1996). It is obvious that this type of argumentation is theoretically motivated. It is not aimed at being a falsifiable hypothesis, and it is clear that as such it doesn’t meet the standards of experimental psychology.

However, there is some work in psychology that lends support to the idea of cognitive ‘activation’ of metaphoric meaning. One of the most prominent cases comes from Gibbs who has shown in various experimental studies that conceptual metaphors have priming effects on semantic processing (Gibbs 1999). Also Rachel Giora’s graded salience hypothesis comes to mind as a way of approaching metaphor activation in terms of metaphor processing (in particular comprehension; Giora 1997, 2002, 2003). In many psycholinguistic experimental studies Giora addresses the long-debated issue of whether metaphorical meaning is processed as quickly as literal meaning (a question of dividing lines in psycholinguistic research of metaphor comprehension, cf. Gibbs 1994, 1998; Katz et. al 1998; Müller 1998a for an overview of this debate). Her studies suggest that it is the salience of a lexical item that determines the readiness of processing as opposed to a metaphoric versus literal meaning. Giora regards salience on the level of lexical entries in a mental lexicon and determines salience in terms of frequency, conventionality, familiarity, and prototypicality of lexical items. If a lexical item has a metaphoric and a non-metaphoric reading, then the more salient one (i.e. in terms of frequency, conventionality etc.) will be processed faster, no matter whether it is a metaphoric or a literal meaning of a word. However, both lines of study are concerned with comprehension. Our proposal of reconstructing activated metaphoricity through a metaphor foregrounding analysis concerns production and understanding – as far as they are displayed in an interaction.

In order to transform our assumption into a falsifiable hypothesis, an experimental setting would be needed that could, for instance, measure activation of metaphoricity in terms of activated neural webs (Barsalou 1999; and that could show different degrees of activated metaphoricity at a given moment in time (simultaneous perspective). It appears that Barsalou’s theory of dynamic created ad hoc categories approaches a phenomenon of spontaneous meaning constitution that relates very much to the phenomenon of metaphor activation that we are interested in here: metaphors as a spontaneous product of an interactive process in which metaphoricity might be elaborated and unfolded over the course of a conversation.

A significant problem for experimental settings that test activation of metaphoricity is the temporal linear structure of metaphor activation – not to speak of the interactive dimension of it. Most established experimental settings for metaphor processing deal with single metaphoric units maximally at sentence level, not with metaphors shining up at different moments in a discourse. Imaging studies for instance and other tests of neural activity depend on a very strict type of stimulus, where a particular type of lexical item appears over a great amount of trials at precisely the same moment in time and within one type of syntactic structure. Psycholinguistic settings, such as priming studies for instance also measure on the level of singular items or sentence level at best. As far as I can see, there is no established experimental method to study the dynamic structures of metaphors in longer pieces of discourse, nor is there a way to study spontaneous metaphor production in its sequential and temporal structure. Corpus linguists study the distribution of lexical units or constructions over a large amount of corpora – but they too do not account for the temporal orchestration of metaphors as they unfold in real time in an ordinary conversation.

Here is where our theoretically motivated cognitive-linguistic and sequential-analytical (or distributed cognition) approach comes in (cf. Goodwin 2005, 2007). It proposes a method to document activated metaphoricity as far as it is accountable for the attending participants in a conversation in terms of their foregrounding activities. We suggest that participants in a conversation co-construct an interactively attainable salience structure, that they engage in a process of profiling metaphorical meaning by foregrounding it. What we as analysts can describe are these foregrounding activities and the profiling of metaphoricity in its linear and simultaneous temporal arrangements.

An example of a foregrounding activity would be the verbal unfolding of a metaphoric expression. And because the metaphor is being spontaneously elaborated, foregrounded, made prominent for an attending co-participant, we assume that it is cognitively activated at least for the speaker. Foregrounding is interactional in the sense of being addressed and approved by the co-participant. Foregrounding may also entail embodied expressions of

---

2 For a detailed exposition of this argument, see Kappelleff & Müller (in prep.)
3 I am grateful to Izene Mittelberg for directing my attention to Johnson’s quote.
metaphorocity in the literat sense of the word, because speakers use gestures that exhibit the bodily dimensions of a metaphor. Gestures that are created on the spot are in McNeill's terms "windows onto thought" (McNeill 1992). They are spontaneous (McNeill 1992) or singular (Müller 2010) and they relate to dynamic processes of utterance formation (McNeill 2005; Duncan et al. 2007). In concert with McNeill's argument, we suggest that spontaneously created gestures are directly related to "activated" experiential source domains. They point towards activated metaphorocity, because apparently the source domain of the verbal metaphoric expression has triggered a pantomimic enactment — or vice versa. A bodily memory has triggered a respective verbal and bodily expression and with it a particular affective stance (cf. Fuchs 2006, 2008, 2009; Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009; Fuchs & Mundt, in prep.; Koch et al. in prep.). This analysis is coherent with current embodiment approaches, especially phenomenological ones, assuming that meaning constitution is always embodied and involves both cognitive and affective processes (Fuchs 2006, 2009; Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009; Gallagher 2005; Johnston 2007; Sheets-Johnstone 1999; see Gibbs 2006 for an overview). A metaphor expressed in word and in gesture is a prototypical form of embodied experience. Depending on a gesture's temporal placement in relation to the verbal metaphoric expression, it can be regarded as an embodiment of the verbally expressed meaning (if it is synchronized with or following a verbal metaphor expression) or the verbal metaphor can be seen as an outcome of bodily thinking and feeling (in case the gesture precedes the verbal metaphoric expression). Some instances of these multimodally constructed utterances could also be explained by assuming an underlying conceptual metaphor, which is active and which triggers both verbal and gestural expressions? In fact, yes, if only we accept that conceptual metaphors include an active experiential domain, then both spontaneous gestures and verbal expressions indicate that this experiential domain is cognitively active at a given moment in time during a conversation. This argument would gain support from the experimental studies on cognitive processing of conceptual metaphors carried out by Gibbs, which show priming effects of contexts that trigger either metaphoric or non-metaphoric readings of a target sentence. (Gibbs 1999). In fact, eye tracking could be a future experimental path to follow for studying metaphor grounding activities as an unfolding temporal salience structure. If metaphorocity is interactively foregrounded gesturally, then these gestures should be more likely to receive listener's gaze than others.

Other recent studies show that affective judgments related to left (bad) and right (good) (in right-handed) govern even non-linguistic decision tasks. (Casasanto 2009; Casasanto & Jasmin 2010; Willems et al. 2009). In a series of experiments, Casasanto has shown that the left-right distinction is connected with positive (right) and bad (left) affective stances towards judging abstract graphical images. Most interestingly, he has found that this affective stance is positively correlated with left and right-handedness of the subjects. Thus left
that accompany speech, this argument is quite straightforward. For the other types of multimodal metaphor, the argument is less obvious, but we cannot go into detail about this now. For the type of multimodal metaphors regarded in this article it is important to ensure that there is no conventional link between a given word and a given gesture — the argument only holds if we assume that a gesture is a singular one, which has been spontaneously created (Müller 2010a, in prep.).

In fact, many studies have shown that even when people talk about similar domains of meaning, such as for instance about motion events (Allen et al. 2007; Duncan 2002, 2006; Duncan et al. 2007; Kita & Özyürek 2003; Müller 1998a; Özyürek 2002; Özyürek et al. 2005, 2008), or when they are prompted by a particular story and are asked to perform a gesture with the concluding sentence of the story (Ladewig et al. 2010) — the type of gestures they produce differs widely. These findings point towards a flexible relation between gestures and the speech with which they are coordinated.

Multimodal metaphors, i.e. metaphors that are produced in two modalities at the same time, such as in hand gestures and in words, are very likely to be ad hoc creations of a given speaker at a particular moment in time. And as such, they indicate activated metaphor. What happens is that the speaker draws upon the metaphoric source domain that is expressed by the verbal metaphoric expression to create a given gesture — or vice versa — an unwitting gesture might trigger a concurrent verbal metaphoric expression (Cienki & Müller 2008b; Müller & Cienki 2009). These multimodal metaphors foreground metaphorically, they make it more salient, more prominent for an attending conversational partner. From an interactive point of view, they show where the focus of attention sits and they draw the co-participants attention to these metaphoric expressions. The dynamic view considers these metaphors as waking metaphors. In another context the very same verbal metaphoric expression might be used too, but the metaphoric content neither shows up in an accompanying gesture nor is highlighted otherwise (for instance by a meta-comment such as ‘literally speaking’ or by verbal elaborations (cf. Kyratzis 2003; Sütte 1996; Müller 2008a for an overview). In those instances of language use metaphors are considered as sleeping. The metaphoricity is in the background and only minimally activated, if at all. It is evident that this argument only holds for transparent metaphors. Opaque metaphors in a given language cannot be activated in a given discourse.

Metaphoricity of a sleeping metaphor may very well become an anchor point for further elaborations. As the discourse unfolds, we can make these specific temporally orchestrated metaphor profilings visible through the metaphor foregrounding analysis that we propose in this article. Of course they can also turn into a point of anchorage for topic-comment structures in terms of what McNeill has termed early on “communicative dynamism” of the unfolding discourse (McNeill 1992, 2005) and they can be treated as interactively relevant “objects” (Alibali & Kita 2010; Gollberg & Kita 2009; Streeck 1988, 1993, 2009).

The dynamic view on sleeping and waking metaphors proposes that metaphoricity is a property, which can be dynamically activated, where activation is an achievement of co-participants in a conversational interaction and hence depends on a particular context of use. Activation is considered a specific kind of ad hoc creation of meaning, which is made visible or which materializes in a dynamic foregrounding pattern of multimodal utterances. As such the proposal is in line with Barsalou’s neurological theory of dynamic ad hoc created categories (Barsalou 1999) and with distributed cognition approaches in anthropology (Goodwin 2000, 2003, 2007; Streeck 1996; Streeck & Le Baron 2000; Streeck & Kallmeyer 2001). The dynamic view presented here assumes that transparent metaphors have a potential for metaphor activation and that they may range from sleeping to waking depending on their specific context of use. In sleeping ones metaphoricity is minimally activated, while in waking ones it is highly activated. Metaphoricity is regarded as a property of metaphors in language in use, and depending on its context of use it may be more or less activated. Degrees of activation are reconstructable through an account of foregrounding activities and strategies employed by participants in a conversation.

Activating metaphoricity manifests itself as a dynamic and temporally orchestrated profiling of multimodal utterances. It can be documented and reconstructed in terms of foregrounding activities and can be made visible as dynamically emerging patterns of foregrounding metaphoricity.

Based on the analysis of these foregrounding patterns, we assume that what has been foregrounded by a given speaker is also in the foreground of his or her cognitive processing, i.e. in the focus of his or her attentional scope. In short: what is interactively foregrounded is where the focus of attention sits, it is also cognitively active. And if a co-participant actively shares it, then this holds also for him or her. Metaphor activation regarded in this way follows an interactively negotiated flow of attention; it has an interactive as much as a cognitive and an affective side. The affective quality of activation comes in with the ‘felt’ experiences. It is an achievement of participants’ conversational activities in the course of an interaction — and these activities are what can empirically be grasped as foregrounding strategies.

Foregrounding of metaphoricity regards two temporal dimensions (at least): a simultaneous one and a linear one — and so does activation of metaphoricity. Conceived of in this way metaphors are gradable, they can be more or less activated and they can become more and more activated as the conversation moves on. Gradability of metaphors ranges from sleeping to waking, depending on its context of use.
How we can document foregrounding patterns over the course of a discourse, and more generally how we connect foregrounding with activation of metaphoricity in a cognitive-linguistic and sequential-analytical micro-analysis will be presented in the following section.

**Foregrounding and activation of metaphoricity**

We propose, that metaphor activation is empirically accountable as an interactively achieved profiling of multimodal utterances. From these profiling activities we not only infer activated metaphoricity (interactively, cognitively, affectively), but also we regard it as the interactive ‘public’ part of metaphor activation itself. The basic assumptions here are as follows:

- What is interactively foregrounded is also cognitively and affectively activated.
- The more instantiations of an experiential source domain, the more it is foregrounded and the higher the degree of activated metaphoricity is achieved.
- The more cues that point towards metaphor expressions, the more the expression is foregrounded and the higher the degree of activation.

We suggest that this interactively achieved profiling is empirically reconstructable in terms of particular foregrounding strategies.

1. **Expressing metaphoricity in more than one modality foregrounds metaphoricity:** This foregrounding strategy follows an **Iconicity Principle**.
2. **By using salience markers, a verbal, gestural or verbo-gestural metaphor is additionally foregrounded.** These salience markers follow **Interactive, Semantic and Syntactic Principles**.

1. **Expressing metaphoricity in more than one modality foregrounds metaphoricity:**
   
   **The Iconicity Principle**

   When speakers employ more modalities at the same time or in very close temporal proximity to express metaphorical meaning, they mark it as prominent information (this is an interactive and cognitive dimension). On the other hand, when metaphors appear in gesture, we know the experiential source domain is embodied, it is experientially present and as such it also carries affective qualities. Using more than one modality to express a metaphor foregrounds metaphoricity in the ongoing utterance and it follows the iconicity principle of: **More material indicates more meaning.** Transferred to metaphor this amounts to: **More metaphorical material foregrounds metaphorical meaning.** The Iconicity Principle is an important principle for motivated linguistic structures such as for instance in plural marking. Here reduplication of affixes marks more references. This means that in the case of plural the Iconicity Principle is a quantity marker, while in the case of multimodal metaphors it foregrounds metaphorical meaning. For our documentation of the salience structures of multimodal utterances we have developed icons that depict different forms of realizing the iconicity principle in a Metaphor Foregrounding Analysis.

   ![Figure 1. Different forms of metaphoric expressions realizing the Iconic Principle.](image)

2. **Salience markers foreground a verbal, gestural or verbo-gestural metaphor:**
   
   **Interactive, Semantic and Syntactic Principles**

   A different type of foregrounding strategy that co-participants in a conversational interaction may employ is a strategy, which operates upon a particular metaphorical expression in order to highlight it. Our guiding assumption for this is: a salient performance foregrounds a verbal or gestural metaphoric expression for an attending co-participant. This is done either by following (a) an Interactive Principle or by following (b) Syntactic and Semantic Principles. While the interactive principle regards the use of particular interactive techniques to achieve a shared focus of attention (cf. Alibali & Kita 2010; Gulberg & Kita 2009; Streeck 1988, 1993, 2009), the Syntactic and Semantic Principles concern the integration of gestural metaphoric expressions into the verbal utterance (Fricke 2007b, 2008; Kendon 2004).

   a) **The Interactive Principle**

   We distinguish two forms of foregrounding of a metaphorical expression following the interactive principle (independent of the modality). Either a metaphorical expression is performed in a marked way itself or it is highlighted by a meta-comment realized by another articulator. We have terminologically differentiated these two forms as **Internal Interactive Salience Strategies (IL4SS)** and **External Interactive Salience Strategies (EL4SS)**.

   **Internal Interactive Salience Strategies** that speakers use to foreground gestures are cases in which they perform metaphorical gestures so prominently that a co-participant cannot overlook them. Examples would be, for instance, gestures that are performed large and in the focal attentional space of speaker and hearer, such that the listener cannot but see them (cf. Müller 2007, 2008a, b; Streeck 2009). With respect to the verbal modality, **Internal Interactive Salience Strategies** may result in metaphorical expressions that are highlighted prosodically. The interactive principle as formulated is in accord with Talmy’s common attentional properties of cognitive systems: “greater magnitude along
A cognitive parameter tends to attract greater attention to the entity manifesting it. This is seen both in language, say, for stronger stress on a linguistic constituent, and in visual perception, say, for large size [highlighting CM & ST] or bright color of a viewed object.” Talmi 2007: 260).

Here are three forms that we have found in our data in which the speaker has employed Internal Interactive Salience Strategies:

- **IASS ▶️** accentuated verbal metaphoric expression
- **IASS ▶️** large gestural metaphoric expression - hand gesture
- **IASS ▶️** gestural metaphoric expression in focal space

*Figure 2. Internal Interactive Salience Strategies realizing the Interactive Principle.*

The most prominent example of an External Interactive Salience Strategies is gazing at one’s own metaphoric gesture (cf. Alibali & Kita 2010; Gulberg & Kita 2009; Streeck 1988, 1993; Müller 2006b). Gaze is one – and maybe even the most – powerful means to direct attention in a conversational interaction. Gazing at things turns them into significant objects of a conversation. When people gaze at their metaphoric gestures, they present them as interactively relevant objects, it shows that the gesture is in the speaker’s focus of attention and it invites the listener to share this view (cf. also Goodwin 1981).

Other examples of External Interactive Salience Strategies would be meta-communicative gestures that are performed concurrently with a verbal metaphoric expression: a palm up open hand that presents the verbal metaphoric as evident, or a ‘placing’ gesture that places a verbal metaphoric expression in the visual space. The two cases of External Interactive Salience Strategies found in our data are illustrated in the following way:

- **EASS ▶️** gaze at the hand
- **EASS ▶️** hand gesture highlighting the metaphoric expression

*Figure 3. External Interactive Salience Strategies realizing the Interactive Principle.*

b) The Syntactic and Semantic Principle

A syntactic and semantic integration of a gestural metaphoric expression into the verbal utterance highlights the gestural metaphoric expression by making it an obligatory part of a syntactic construction. It might, for instance, be achieved by producing a syntactic gap and/or a speech pause. The speaker may position the gesture into this syntactic gap and into the speech pause and integrate it into the utterance structure. Such a use of gesture highlights the metaphoric gesture, by turning it into an obligatory part of the verbal utterance.

Furthermore, speakers may the use deictic particle “like this” to refer to a subsequent metaphoric gesture. This process marks the gesture as semantically relevant and turns it once more into an obligatory part of the utterance. It invites the listener to look at the gesture and to catch the semantic content it expresses at that syntactic position in the utterance (cf. Fricke 2007, 2008; Müller 2009c; Alibali & Kita 2010; Gulberg & Kita 2009; Streeck 1988, 1993, 2009). Foregrounding strategies of this kind are termed Syntactic and Semantic Strategies (SSS). The ones that we have identified in the case studies for this article are listed below:

- **SSS ▶️** syntactic gap through a verbal deictic particle
- **SSS ▶️** gesture as direct object

*Figure 4. Strategies realizing the Syntactic and Semantic Principle.*

The following section offers an overview of the analytical steps a Metaphor Foregrounding Analysis entails.

3. Metaphor Foregrounding Analysis: reconstructing linear and simultaneous temporal patterns of metaphor activation

For a systematic microanalysis of the metaphor foregrounding strategies that co-participants may employ in a conversational interaction, we have formulated a three-step procedure:

1. Identifying multimodal metaphors in speech and gesture and seeing whether there is more than one metaphoric expression that belongs to one experiential domain or to one domain of meaning (Iconicity Principle).
2. Determining foregrounding strategies operating upon the metaphoric expressions (Interactive, Syntactic and Semantic Principle). This regards primarily simultaneous temporal relations.
3. Determining how foregrounded metaphors evolve in a discourse in steps and clusters and form a foregrounding pattern that uncovers different forms and degrees of activated metaphoricity. This regards linear temporal relations. This third dimension of the analysis includes visualizing the foregrounding strategies by placing the icons for the foregrounding strategies into a time line (i.e. a diagram in which the x-axis depicts the linear progression and the y-axis the simultaneous one).

Using the Metaphor Foregrounding Analysis, we can reconstruct a specific kind of embodied dynamics of activated metaphoricity over the course of a conversation. On the one hand this regards the foregrounding of a metaphor at a given moment in time and this is what we call the simultaneous temporal relation. It concerns how a given metaphoric expression is highlighted at a specific
moment in time. This includes all the foregrounding strategies that are employed at one moment in time. For instance, a verbal metaphoric expression is accompanied by a metaphoric gesture, the gesture is performed very large and in the center of the visual attention of the listener. This we regard as an accumulation of foregrounding strategies at one moment in time, or as the simultaneous perspective.

However, a conversation is a continuous flow and in this progression in time, metaphoric expressions might be further elaborated, further foregrounded, they may disappear for a while as the conversation goes on, but then reappear at a later moment in talk. This is what we consider to be the linear temporal relation of foregrounding strategies. When simultaneous and linear analyses come together we can see patterns of foregrounding strategies that participants in a conversation employ. With microanalyses of two sequences of conversational interaction, we will now show what this process looks like.

Microanalyses of different cases of foregrounding and activation of metaphoricity

In two case studies, we will illustrate how the Metaphor Foregrounding Analysis sketched out above may serve to document the processes of dynamic activation of metaphoricity. We will show how such an analysis of foregrounding steps and clusters forms different foregrounding patterns and hence uncovers different forms and degrees of activated metaphoricity.

Example 1: The course of a love relation as up and down movement. A case of a condensed and mainly simultaneous foregrounding pattern, realized in a short amount of time.

The first example shows a foregrounding of the metaphor love relation as up and down movement in six successive steps. These steps, in turn, build up three foregrounding clusters in which the amount of the simultaneously used foregrounding strategies increases in linear succession. Figure 5 gives a visual representation of these foregrounding steps and clusters. The icons put into a timeline show the foregrounding pattern that emerges in the course of the conversation. They relate precisely to the transcript provided below and to the drawings of the participants' use of gestures and visual attention at the moment in time.

Figure 5. Example 1. LOVE RELATION AS UP AND DOWN MOVEMENT.

The diagram shows that foregrounding activities evolve 'stepwise', i.e. they cluster around metaphoric expressions and these clusters differ with regard to the amount of foregrounding strategies a given speaker employs at a specific
moment in time. In our example above, the foregrounding strategies employed quickly reach a peak. These foregrounding clusters form a characteristic foregrounding pattern, one that can be characterized as a condensed and mainly simultaneous one. It indicates that the metaphoric expressions used in this short piece of discourse have been successively activated, forming a stepwise progression of activated metaphorocity ranging from onset to increase and ending with two steps of high activation.

We presented the analysis of the example from the back-end, so to say. To really capture what embodied dynamics of metaphor refers to, we need to sketch out the microanalysis from which we derived the above sketched foregrounding pattern in more detail.

Example 1 is taken from a story told in conversation (cf. Müller 2007, 2008a,b). The speaker summarizes her first relationship, which lasted for several years but which was not easy and contained many highs and lows. These difficulties eventually led to its break-up. She begins like this: "YES it was basically a kind of up and down", as a path that went up and down many times but had an overall tendency downward. She says:

\[
\text{"Ja es war eher ein relativ Auf und Ab mit der mit der ständigen Tendenz bergab (1.0 sec) alter es ging (0.3) ne es startete is und flachte dann so (0.3) weiter ab"}
\]

(YES it was basically a kind of up and down with the with the permanent tendency downhill (1.0) but it went (0.3) well it began like this and flattened then like this (0.3) continuously out).

She begins her description with a verbal metaphoric expression: "YES it was basically a kind of up and down". Moreover, when uttering the final part of it ("down") she adds a short downward movement of the head. Taken together, the verbal and the gestural expression form a multimodal metaphor (Cienki & Müller 2008a,b; Müller & Cienki 2009; Müller 2008a,b). Metaphorocity provided verbally is foregrounded by a concurrent head gesture, (GME, following the Iconicity Principle). It is the first multimodal metaphor in this sequence (see in figure 5 the circle no. (1)). However, no additional foregrounding strategies are employed here. The head movement is a rather tiny one. This is visually depicted in the graph by only two icons on top of each other: one indicating the verbal part of the metaphor, the other one the gestural part of it. This changes when the speaker proceeds.

In the next steps, she puts more communicative effort into communicating the other spatial momentum of the course of her relationship: it had a permanent tendency downhill ("mit der ständigen Tendenz bergab", "with the permanent tendency DOWNhill"). While she is saying this, she produces several gestures (see in figure 5 the circle no. (2)): a tiny repetition of the downward head gesture used before and a hand gesture moving downward while holding a glass of champagne. Downward directionality is expressed in three modalities simultaneously or in close succession: in words, in a head movement, and in a hand gesture. This means that downwardness is being foregrounded following the iconicity principle. As companion to these multimodal metaphoric expressions, the speaker employs two additional foregrounding strategies: she gazes at her hand gesture (external Interactive Salience Strategy, IISS) and she performs the gesture in the center of focal visual attention of the co-participants (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IASS). Taken together, the multimodal metaphoric expression and the additional foregrounding strategies constitute a further step in building up a foregrounding pattern. More precisely, they form a cluster of foregrounding strategies that is significantly bigger than the one produced immediately before.

Even though the speaker has now provided a complete picture of the spatial properties of this love relation, she moves on to offer a reformulation of the Up and Down and Downhill structure of the relationship. This further elaboration might be due to a lack of explicit listener ratification of her account. In her next communicative move to get her specific spatial picture of her love relation across, she makes a huge communicative effort to achieve mutual understanding (see in figure 5 the circle no. (3)). How is she doing this? First of all she moves the glass of champagne from her right hand to her left hand. The right hand is now free to gesture without the restriction that holding a glass with champagne puts on the freedom of hand gestures. She then moves on with a verbal deictic construction, pointing towards a gesture she is going to perform: she says: "es STARTete SO" ("it began LIKE THIS"). With this deictic particle she marks the information provided gesturally as an obligatory part of the utterance. This is what we have termed syntactic and semantic integration as foregrounding (or salience) strategy (SIS). The listener is obliged to consider the gesture as a full-fledged part of the verbal utterance; otherwise the sentence would be syntactically incomplete. Moreover the verbal deictic particle is foregrounded through a strong prosodic stress – another way of foregrounding particular parts of the verbal utterance (following the Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IASS). In parallel, she performs a large up and down movement with her right hand, which starts high and ends low. The gesture has become a full metaphoric expression of the course of the love relationship that the speaker describes: by pursuing the path of an amplitude gesture she marks the information provided gesturally as an obligatory part of the utterance. This is a case where we have termed syntactic and semantic integration as foregrounding (or salience) strategy (SIS). The listener is obliged to consider the gesture as a full-fledged part of the verbal utterance; otherwise the sentence would be syntactically incomplete. Moreover the verbal deictic particle is foregrounded through a strong prosodic stress – another way of foregrounding particular parts of the verbal utterance (following the Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IASS).
gaze follows the gestural movement  
(External Interactive Salience Strategy, EIASS)
In addition it is verbally highlighted:
- through deictic integration (Syntactic and Semantic Salience Strategy, SSS)
- through prosodic stress (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS)

But this is only the first part of this gesturally realized foregrounding of metaphorlicity. In the second part of the verbal utterance the speaker accompanies her gestural performance with the words: and FLAT/CHIE dann SO (0.3) nach AB ("and FLATten then LIKE THIS (0.3) continuously OUT"). During this part of the utterance she is performing a lower-attentional gesture with a repetitive series of constantly decreasing up and down movements. Here the gestural metaphor that had begun before receives a verbal companion, a verbal metaphoric expression, which leads to further foregrounding (following the Iconicity Principle). The second part of the gestural movement is synchronized with the second part of the verbal utterance. And most of the foregrounding strategies employed before are continued:
- the gestural movement is large and long  
(Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS)
- it moves out of the focal attentional space  
(Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS)
- but receives the speaker’s gaze all the way through (drawing the listeners visual attention to the gesture).  
(External Interactive Salience Strategy, EIASS)

In addition, the gesture is also verbally highlighted:
- through co-expressiveness: a verbal metaphoric expression accompanies the gesture (VME, Iconicity Principle)
- through prosodic stress on the metaphoric expression and the deictic particle (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS)
- through deictic integration, another “like this” pointing towards the gesture is employed (Syntactic and Semantic Salience Strategy, SSS)

The diagram illustrates the stepwise increase of strategies that the speaker employs to foreground metaphoricity for her attentive listener. It indicates that moving the metaphoric expressions in words and gestures successively into the foreground of shared attention increasingly activated metaphoricity. Apparently, when regarded from the point of view of an unfolding conversation, metaphoricity appears to be gradable. Means like gaze direction, placing the gesture in the focal attentional space of the co-participant together with lacking of explicit listener feedback and ratification point towards the interactive achievement of a foregrounding pattern, or a salience structure of multimodal utterances. Putting these strategies into a time-line, i.e. taking on not only a micro-analytic but also a sequential or temporal perspective on these phenomena indicates the metaphoricity is a dynamic feature of metaphors in language in use. It is dynamic, in that it proceeds over time (linearly) and achieves different degrees of activation (simultaneously), depending on the amount of foregrounding strategies used. It is in this sense that the analysis of the foregrounding patterns allows for an empirical reconstruction of the degrees and temporal arrangements of activated of metaphoricity.

Example 2: personal space as holy aura: A case of a complex simultaneous and linear foregrounding pattern, realized over a longer time span.

In contrast to example 1, the second example shows a foregrounding process of a metaphor which emerges out of non-metaphorical meaning. At the beginning of the sequence the speaker expresses a non-metaphorical meaning bodily and verbally: with two hands, he molds a round space around his body, gesturally describing how the situation that he is exemplifying felt – he is expressing the feeling of sitting half asleep in a school bus, immersed in his own personal space. At the end of the sequence the co-participants have jointly worked out a verbal metaphoric expression that properly accounts for that particular bodily sensation: the gesturally molded personal space in the school bus was considered a holy aura. The metaphor emerges dynamically over the course of this sequence and can be spelled out as: personal space as holy aura. It is an interactively constructed and highly foregrounded verbo-gestural metaphor in which a concrete target is metaphorically conceptualized via an abstract source: the embodied experience of such bus rides, i.e. the sensation of a no-go area surrounding the body of the speaker is seen in terms of a holy aura. We find here an interesting and very atypical case of metaphor construction. Most metaphors discussed in the literature tend to exhibit the following structure: an abstract target is seen in terms of a concrete source. We are referring to examples like Europe as building (“Das Haus Europa”), the mind as a machine, or conservatism as strict father model and liberalism as nurturant parent model (Geschler 2008; Lakoff 2002). In our example, however, a sensory target is seen in terms of an abstract concept.

Foregrounding as well as metaphor construction take place in five successive steps (performed by the speaker) as well as through an additional step (performed by the listener). The foregrounding steps constitute four clusters of different sizes and complexity, which are distributed over a relatively long time span (about 20 seconds). Figure 6 gives a graphic representation of these foregrounding steps and clusters.
new metaphor. In this example, the employed foregrounding strategies do not accumulate as quickly as in example 1. They extend over a longer time span and show complex simultaneous and linear foregrounding activities. By doing this, they indicate a stepwise emerging of activated metaphoricity out of a non-metaphorical meaning. Moreover, the foregrounding pattern includes not only an onset, an increase, and a high activation but also an explicitly interactive activation – becoming manifest in an interactively ratified and co-constructed foregrounding step in the end. This example reveals that when speakers use metaphors in conversation, the metaphors emerge through an embodied, dynamic, and, in particular, interactive construction process.

This extract is taken from the narrative of a young man who describes some of his experiences of growing up and becoming a man. It is part of a longer story in which he describes ‘being a cool boy in the school bus’. The speaker begins with a description of a specific bodily sensation that characterizes his feelings during the morning rides in the school bus:

...morgens durfte keiner an mich ran auch (0.9) so (1.0) wenn sich wirklich gute Schulfreunde...[...

And while the speaker is finishing his description the listener confirms: “ne Blase wofü du noch” (“a bubble, remember”).

This piece of talk is accompanied by a long interrelated sequence of 19 gestures, but we will restrict our focus to those five that are directly related to the illustration of the bodily sensation. With all of these gestures, the speaker is molding a round space around himself.9

The speaker begins his story with a verbal and gestural description of the situation in the school bus (see figure 6 circle no. (1)). He says: “...morgens durfte keiner an mich ran auch” (“in the morning NO one was allowed (to come) close to me”). He highlights this first verbal mentioning of his sensation through prosodic stress (following the Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IASS) and he accompanies his vocal utterance with a gestural expression (GE). The gestures convey the concept of a round space (following the Iconic Principle): both hands of the speaker mold a roundish space surrounding him.

8 For a complete analysis of the example see Tag 2006.
9 For a systematics of the techniques and cognitive-semiotic principles underlying gesture creation, see Müller 1998a,b; Müller 2010a,b, et al. in prep.
at shoulder height. The gesture is performed in the focal attentional space and thus turned into a salient conversational object for the co-participant (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS). This gesture indicates the beginning activation of the embodied concept of ‘personal space as round space’ that will become the target of the verbo-gestural metaphor later on: personal space as holy aura. It provides empirical evidence that the general idea “nobody was allowed to come close to me” is conceptualized via the body as an ephemeral round space surrounding the speaker. We may thus infer that the target of the metaphor “personal space surrounding speaker in his school bus rides in the morning as holy aura”, which the speaker later formulates vocally, is activated at this moment in time. Also, by synchronizing with the verbal description, this gesture marks the onset of the embodied meaning activation.

In cluster 2 (see figure 6, circle no. (2)) we see an increasing foregrounding of the concept of ‘round space around the speaker’. This is achieved by three foregrounding steps in which the speaker pauses and interrupts his storytelling, but produces three repetitions of the ‘round-space gesture’. Each of these gestures is a slightly different version of the initially performed gesture in the first cluster.

The first repetition (GE in step 2, foregrounding following the Iconic Principle) again shows the round space, but this time, both hands mold only its lateral sides. The gesture is highlighted by two additional strategies: it is performed in the focal attentional space and therefore is unlikely to have been overlooked by an attending co-participant (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS). In this central location, the gesture receives the speaker’s gaze, interactively attracting the attention of the listener (External Interactive Salience Strategy, EIASS).

Then the speaker produces a verbal deictic particle (“like this”). This particle is used to foreground cataphorically the upcoming gestural expression of the concept: by means of “like this” the speaker integrates the gesture semantically and syntactically into his utterance (Syntactic and Semantic Salience Strategy, SSS). The particle is additionally highlighted through prosodic stress (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS). The following gesture is a second repetition and almost an exact copy of the initially performed ‘round Space gesture’ (GE in step 3, foregrounding following the Iconic Principle). It is interactively foregrounded once again by performing it in the focal attentional space (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS). In addition, the speaker continues to gaze at his gesture, foregrounding it via the External Interactive Salience Strategy.

Immediately afterwards, the speaker arranges a very explicit foregrounding of the ‘round-space gesture’. While molding once again one of the lateral sides of the round space with his right hand (GE in step 4, following the Iconicity Principle), he simultaneously uses his left hand to perform an additional gesture: the left hand presents on its open palm the very concept of the round personal space embodied with the right hand as a significant conversational object to his listener (External Interactive Salience Strategy, EIASS). The two simultaneously produced gestures continue to be performed in focal attentional space (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, IIASS). In sum, because the second foregrounding cluster comprises significantly more simultaneously and linearly arranged strategies than cluster 1, it indicates a significant instance of activation of the specific meaning in question.

Nevertheless, even though the speaker makes this big communicative effort to attract the attention of his listener to the embodied idea of the round space, repeating and presenting the round space gesture(s), the addressed co-participant, being busy with enjoying a piece of cake, does not give any visual, auditory or bodily affirmation of attendance. From an interactive point of view, the gestural foregrounding of the underlying concept fails, due to a lack of listener feedback or ratification. This indicates that the multimodal foregrounding of metaphoricy is rooted in an Interactive Principle. Foregrounding is – at least partly – done for and with an attending co-participant.

Thus, without ratification from his conversational partner, the speaker does not feel encouraged to continue the activity of foregrounding the ‘round-space concept’. This is where he interrupts his foregrounding activities. Despite the short phase in which one hand still maintains the expression of the concept of the round space around the speaker, we see a break-off of foregrounding activities that relate to the round space idea. Instead, the speaker produces a long side-sequence of nine seconds (which is nearly 45 % of the entire example). During this side-sequence, he makes no further effort to express or foreground this concept. Instead, he provides further contextual information regarding the specific situation and experience of being in the school bus:

> Wenn ich wirklich gute Schulfreunde waren mit denen man sich wohlfühlte hat oder in normalerweise süß joder zu (1.0) für sich (1.7) irgendwas so (0.6) und nach seh hunffchen und so

(unless they were really good schoolmates who you were talking to or so usually everyone was sitting like this (1.0) apart (1.7) somehow you know (0.6) and still a bit tired and things).

This side sequence contains 14 gestures – none of them is used to foreground the concept of a round space. The break-off and the subsequent side-sequence document that the emergence of metaphoric meaning is highly dependent on the interactive feedback of a co-participant. It is not just that the speaker intends to convey some specific metaphor, it is that he tries to find a way to frame his idea of the sensations in the school bus in such a way that his co-participant understands and expresses this understanding (this is what

---

conversation analysts call *recipient design* and the co-construction of utterances or what Herb Clark calls ‘common ground’ in conversation). And indeed, the speaker starts a second and even bigger attempt to get his round-space idea across.

Now we observe the core of the foregrounding activities in cluster 3 (see figure 6, circle no. (3)). The speaker creates a multimodal metaphor which conceptualizes the idea of a personal round space as an invisible holy aura surrounding himself. With a fresh repetition of the ‘round-space gesture’, the speaker provides the concrete metaphoric target once again bodily.11 But now, he verbally presents an abstract source for this bodily sensation in the school bus. He says: "and now I have the Hellige Aura around you" ("and you had SUCH a SUCH A HOLY AURA around you"). At the same time, he repeats the round space gesture. This is the point of emergence of a multimodal metaphor: personal space as holy aura.

What we see here is a very interesting case of metaphor emergence or metaphor construction. The target (or topic) and source (or vehicle) are detached from each other, and it is only by taking into account the dynamic process of utterance construction, i.e. by closely considering the sequential structure of the multimodal utterance over a longer time span, that we are able to identify that a metaphor was produced and that we can determine what is its source (vehicle) and what is its target (topic).

But how does a “holy aura” relate to the bodily sensation of a round space surrounding the speaker sitting in his school bus? In metaphysics, an “aura” denotes an energy field that surrounds a living being. It appears therefore that the speaker uses a verbal expression referring to an abstract concept as a metaphor source (or vehicle) to explain the target (topic) of a concrete bodily sensation – the round space around him. Only now the multimodal metaphor is fully expressed in two modalities, constituting the core of the foregrounding cluster (3) following the Iconicity Principle (verbal and gestural metaphoric expression (VME and GME) in step 5). What evolves in cluster 3 is a complex verbal-gestural performance, which is highlighted by several additional foregrounding strategies. The verbal part of the utterance contains:

- two deictic particles pointing towards the multimodal metaphor (repeated use of the Syntactic and Semantic Salience Strategy, SSS)
- the two deictic particles receive strong prosodic stress (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, I-IASS)
- the verbal metaphoric expression receives strong prosodic stress (Internal Interactive Salience Strategy, I-IASS).

The both-handed moulding of the round space is highly interactively foregrounded, too.

---

11 This form of taking up a gesture at different points of a discourse reminds of McNeill’s and Duncan’s idea of catchment (McNeill et al. 2001).
This fourth cluster marks the end of the dynamic construction and foregrounding of a metaphoric meaning. Here, a multimodal metaphor is foregrounded by producing a further metaphoric expression, used to express mutual understanding and to ratify the multimodal metaphor, which needed a fairly long way to actually emerge in the conversation. In this last step, we see an explicit interactive activation of metaphoricity, which emphasizes once more that in actual language use the dynamic process of embodied activation of meaning and metaphoricity is not restricted to the activities of the speaker alone but is a truly inter-active affair.

Summary: Microanalysis of two examples
Both examples show a dynamic foregrounding of metaphoric content – and hence a dynamic and interactively grounded activation of metaphoricity that expands over different time spans and shows different forms and degrees.

Already with regard to the construction of the multimodal metaphors (i.e. the structure of the core foregrounding strategies), both examples show considerable differences: whereas in the first example (‘love relation’), a multimodal metaphor constitutes the onset of the dynamic process of foregrounding metaphoricity, in the second example (‘holy aura’), the multimodal metaphor only emerges over a longer time span, starting out with the foregrounding of a non-metaphoric meaning, which turns into the target of a multimodal metaphor later on as the conversation proceeds. Also, while in the first case we find a ‘classical’ case of a ‘concrete’ source being mapped onto an ‘abstract’ target (movement in space for the course of a love relation), in the second case it is the other way around: a ‘concrete’ sensory target (the personal space) is being conceptualized by an abstract source (the holy aura) (holy aura for personal space). Without a sequential microanalysis the second case would probably never have been identified as a metaphor at all, because the source is provided so much later in the discourse than the target.

Both examples also differ with regard to their respective foregrounding patterns. The first case is characterized by a condensed and mainly simultaneous foregrounding pattern, with a steady and fast increase of foregrounding of metaphoricity realized in a short amount of time. Meanwhile, the second example shows a highly complex simultaneous and linear foregrounding pattern that extends over a longer time span. This means that in the ‘love relation’ sequence a big expressive effort is realized in a short amount of time, in the ‘holy aura’ example the expressive effort extends over a rather long time span and is even temporarily interrupted due to a lack of listener feedback. The multimodal metaphoric expressions that will eventually be created by both co-participants appear to be truly interactive products; both speaker and addressee of the story provide their own metaphoric reading of the initially foregrounded meaning. The ‘holy aura’ example eventually is characterized by a big collection of both simultaneously and linearly arranged strategies within the foregrounding clusters – mirroring the longer temporal extension of the dynamic construction of this multimodal metaphor. This format contrasts sharply with the mainly simultaneous use of foregrounding strategies in the first example. Those strategies reflect a fast and short foregrounding of metaphoricity that is achieved primarily by the speaker.

Conclusion: Empirically reconstructing the dynamic foregrounding and activation of metaphoricity in conversation
Language in use is the natural home of metaphor. When we examine metaphor in its natural environment, we find that metaphors may be foregrounded in various ways, indicating different forms and degrees of activated metaphoricity. Moreover, speakers may use an array of strategies to wake metaphors up and foreground them in the discourse. These ‘foregrounding strategies’ display the expressive effort that speakers – or more generally that co-participants in an interaction – employ to mark metaphoricity as a salient object of attendance in the flow of a conversation. On the other hand it appears that these foregrounding strategies are not restricted to foregrounding metaphoricity. As the ‘holy aura’ example indicates they are general strategies that may operate on any aspect of meaning in an ongoing utterance. And as such the foregrounding principles as well as their respective strategies introduced in this article are to be conceived of as first steps towards a cognitive-linguistic and micro-analytic methodology that reconstructs the temporal and dynamic orchestration of meaning in multimodal utterances.

Our analyses of the examples point towards a dynamic nature of conceptualization and they recall Langacker’s claim of a dynamic and temporally organized nature of conceptualization (Langacker 2001, 2008).

Conceptualization is inherently dynamic. It resides in mental processing, so every concept requires some span of processing time – however brief – for its occurrence. In principle, of course, the temporal aspect of conceptualization might turn out to be irrelevant for linguistic meaning. It might be hypothesized that conceptual configurations are evolved holistically and are stable for the duration of their activation. Alternatively, it might be claimed that such configurations are arrived at through processing activity which is not itself linguistically relevant – only the final product has any significance. I will argue, however, that dynamicity is essential to linguistic semantics. How a conceptualization develops and unfolds through processing time is often (if not always) a pivotal factor in the meanings of expressions. (Langacker 2001: 8)

The successive emergence of metaphoricity indicates that a processing individual does not necessarily evoke metaphoric meaning holistically at one moment in time, nor does it appear to be very stable across time. Rather we observe a flow of foregrounding metaphoric meaning, with peaks and dips, constructed in a permanent flow of conversational interaction. Our observations are therefore in line with Langacker’s dynamic view on concep-
In a speech situation, a hearer may attend to the linguistic expression produced by a speaker, to the conceptual content represented by that expression, and to the context at hand. But not all of this material appears uniformly in the foreground of the hearer's attention. Rather, various portions or aspects of the expression, content, and context have differing degrees of salience [...]. Such differences are often partially due to any intrinsically greater interest of certain elements over others. More fundamentally, language has an extensive system that assigns different degrees of salience to the parts of an expression or of its reference or of the context. In terms of the speech participants, the speaker employs this system in formulating an expression: the hearer, largely, on the basis of such formulations, allocates her or her attention to a particular way over the material of these domains. (Talmy 2007: 264, highlighting CM & ST)

Our approach contributes a further perspective to Talmy's picture of the speech-situation. We suggest that it is not only the attentional system of language that triggers and guides the flow of attention, but also the specific properties of language in communication as a social, cognitive and affective enterprise. Departing from language in use means taking into account the dynamic and multimodal nature of utterances.

We hope to have successfully illustrated that investigating metaphors in conversational interactions uncovers different dynamic foregrounding patterns—indicating that the activation of metaphoricity is not a static one-item issue, but rather a complex dynamic and embodied process orchestrated by the flow of attention as time moves on. As Talmy (2007: 266) notes:

In terms of the qualities of attention per se, linguistic attention functions as a gradient, not as a dichotomous all-or-none phenomenon. The particular level of attention on a linguistic entity is set in terms of foregrounding or backgrounding relative to a baseline for the entity, rather than absolutely on a scale. And the linguistic aspects realized in the course of a discourse range along a gradient of "access to attention," from ones with "interruptive" capacity, able to supplant whatever else is currently highest in attention, to ones that basically remain unconscious.

Attention is a dynamic process, which as far as metaphoric expressions are concerned results in a gradient structure of activated metaphoricity. This article presents a method that helps to uncover the very flexible nature of metaphorical expression and metaphorical thinking, and offers a tool to detect these special cases of multimodal metaphors.

We hope to have provided some support for the dynamic view of sleeping and waking metaphors as advanced by Müller (2008a) and to have shown how it can be further developed both with regard to a methodology that provides "thick descriptions" of dynamic processes of metaphor activation and with regard to bridging it to the more general question of attention.

Attention emerges from this article as a major cognitive process orchestrating and imprinting language as it is used in spoken discourse. For
theories of metaphor, the dynamic view offers a new take on the identification of metaphors as activated or waking ones in conversational settings. Taking language use as a point of departure and taking the dynamic process of metaphor activation as the core cognitive activity that brings metaphor to life, the dynamic view holds that a sleeping metaphor only carries a potential for activation — and hence a potential for metaphor. The paradox of metaphor — as formulated by Steen (2008) — dissolves when considering the sequential and multimodal nature of metaphors in language use. It turns into a merely empirical question of determining whether or when a given metaphor is actually activated in language use. From a cognitive-linguistic point of view the interactive theoretical and methodological take advanced in this paper offers an intersubjectively accountable methodology to identify waking metaphors, to precisely trace activated metaphoricity in the flow of a discourse — and by doing this it gets an empirical hold on the all three dimensions of Oakley's Greater Attention System: the signal system, the selection system and the interpersonal system (Oakley 2008).

But there is more to the dynamic flow of multimodal utterances than attention as a purely cognitive perceptual phenomenon. The very fact that a speaker embodies part of his utterance transforms this utterance into a sensory experience for both the speaker and the addressee. This sensory experience entails conceptualizations, points of view but also affective qualities inherent to these embodied meanings (Gibbs 1994, 2006). The clusters and patterns of activated metaphoricity that we have documented in this paper are comparable to what film studies has described as expressional movement of a film (Eisenstein & Tretjakov 1922/1966; Kappelhoff 2004, 2008a,b). In spoken discourse they are spontaneously and interactively constructed expressional movements, while in films they are artfully composed audio-visual structures including: camera perspective, camera movement, sound, montage, color.

The micro-analysis of multimodal metaphors in spoken discourse thus reveals that metaphor entails the possibility for an embodied, dynamic ad hoc form of experience — brought into play in the flow of discourse, pointing towards a close intertwining of cognition, affect, and interaction with worldly or cultural matters:

The inseparability of mind, body, and world, and of cognitive and cultural processes, points to the important idea that metaphor is an emergent property of body-world interactions, rather than arising purely from the heads of individual people. We need not talk of metaphor as only part of our mental representations for concepts (e.g. anger), or as expressed by language (e.g. She bursted with anger). Metaphor is a kind of tool that arises from body-world interactions, which we can “re-experience” in an embodied way, and is not simply accessed from long-term memory, in different ways in different real-world situations. As Kramary (1992:335) phrased it: “metaphors are tools for working with experience.” (Gibbs 1999: 156)
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The notion of semantic fields or domains is important in theories of attention, language, and rhetoric, yet current research on semantic domains used to supplement these theories tends to have "a certain ad hoc and unsystematic flavor" about it, according to Oakley (2009). This article shows how semantic domains emerge within surface language input when we draw on the more primitive concept of lexical cohesion between words. We present an implemented model of what we call generalized lexical cohesion, which allows us to analyze a text in terms of the semantic domains that its language invokes. We then show how a semantic field-based representation of a text can serve as a background against which rhetorical schemes, such as antithesis, can be fruitfully examined. Representation based on semantic domains facilitates tracing the role that schemes play not only in explaining proximate surface patterns, but also in explaining larger organizational patterns of discourse. Such larger patterns yield clues about the overall design of a text from a socio-cultural as well as a semantic perspective.


1. Introduction

Since Historical efforts to explain what the tropes and schemes are as sui generis entities have required postulating parallel universes that set off so-called "figurative" language against a baseline of the literal, the normal, the expected, and the average (Quintilian, 1921, III: 353; Peacham, 1593: 1; Paulhan, 1953; Kennedy, 1991: 23; cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 7–44). Theories that take a sui generis approach to the figurative seize upon specimens of language that catch our attention a posteriori, only to assign them – unhelpfully we think – to a priori categories. This means seeking to fit rich explanations of how figures coax the audience's attention into the narrow confines of formal (that is, form-based) descriptions of what they are. While there is nothing in itself wrong with formal description, formal description in the case of tropes and schemes is not sufficient for understanding how they fulfill their function in terms of audience
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A Figure in a Field: Semantic Field-Based Analysis of Antithesis

The man with a thousand voices talking perfectly loud
The Beatles, The Fool on the Hill